Abstract
Introduction
In the field of handwriting recognition a great progress has occurred during the past years [1] . In methodology, two general approaches can be identified: the segmentation approach [2] [3] and the global or segmentation-free approach [4] [5] . The segmentation approach requires that each word has to be segmented into characters while the global approach entails the recognition of the whole word. Although the global approach is referred to the literature as "segmentation-free" approach, it involves a word detection task.
Some approaches that do not involve any segmentation task are based on concepts and techniques that have been used in object recognition with occlusions [6] . According to these approaches, significant geometric features such as short line segments, enclosed regions and corners are extracted from a fully unsegmented raw document bitmap by methods like template matching [7] [8], peephole method [9] , n-tuple feature extraction [10] , and hit-ormiss operator [11] .
Traditional techniques for handwriting recognition cannot be applied to Old Greek manuscripts written in lower case letters, since continuity in writing of the same or consecutive words does not permit character or word segmentation. Furthermore, the discussed manuscripts entail several unique characteristics that are described in the following:
Consistent script writing. Although we refer to handwritten manuscripts, the corresponding characters are highly standardized since the manuscripts are precursors of early printed books.
Frequent appearance of character ligatures.
Frequent appearance of open and closed cavities in the majority of character and character ligatures. These constitute 95% of the complete character set used in a typical old Greek manuscript. (see Figure 1b, 1c) . 
Image Binarization, Enhancement and Skeletonization
Binarization is the starting step of most document image analysis systems and refers to the conversion of the gray-scale image to a binary image. Since historical document collections are most of the times of very low quality, an image enhancement stage is also essential. The proposed scheme for image binarization and enhancement is fully described in [12] .
For the skeletonization process, we use an iterative method presented in [13] . This method is an extension of Zhang and Suen's method [14] .
Open and closed cavities detection
In this step, open and closed cavities are detected in the skeletonized image. For the closed cavities detection, we used a novel fast algorithm based on processing the white runs of the binary image, described in [15] . For the open cavities detection the water reservoir principle is used [16] . If water is poured from top of the connected component, the cavity regions of the component where water will be stored are considered as reservoirs (see Figure 2) . Some of the detected cavities are ignored and are not considered for future processing. We consider only the cavities having width greater than a threshold T which is chosen to be the 1/3 of the mean width of all cavities. Additionally, an open cavity is ignored when it shares a common boundary with a closed cavity and the following condition holds: ,where Y denotes the set of pixel coordinates of the cavity in the y direction. The bounding box is computed as follows:
where, min(.), max(.), mean(.) denote the minimum value, the maximum value and the average value, of the set X or Y, respectively. 
Feature extraction
The feature extraction stage identifies all segments that belong to a protrusion of an isolated character's cavity. It is applied in two consecutive modes: a vertical and a horizontal mode. The vertical mode is used to describe the protrusible segments that exist either at the top or at the bottom of the character's cavity while the horizontal mode is used to describe the protrusible segments that exist either at the right or at the left side of the character. The feature set is composed of 15 features F ={f 1 , f 2 ,…, f 15 } . More specifically, {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 } denotes the length of protrusible segments that appear on the top of the character's cavity, {f 4 , f 5 , f 6 } denotes the length protrusible segments that appear on the bottom of the character, {f 7 , f 8 } and {f 9, f 10 } denote the protrusible segments that appear on the left and the right side of the character and f 11 and f 12 denote the slope of upper and lower protrusible segments, respectively. Features f 13 and f 14 denote the length of segments that appear in the block R 13 and R 14 as depicted in Figures 3a and 3b, while f 15 denotes the opening angle of the cavity. This angle is constructed as in the following: We first determine points A, B denote the intersection points at the cavity and the horizontal line at a height D n / from the lower part of the cavity where D denotes the total height of the cavity, while n is chosen equal to 2. Then, we determine point P, which is the projection of the middle point in line AB to the lower part of the cavity.
Finally the opening angle is the
angle (see Figure 4) .
Feature estimation is employed in the following two steps.
Step 1: Bounding box division into blocks Let H={( Figure 3a , resulting in 9 blocks from which only 7 (R 1 ,…,R 6 and R 13 ) are taken under consideration since in these areas distinguishing protrusions are expected. Furthermore, for the horizontal mode we divide W into two horizontal areas equal width and assign two divide lines F 1 Figure 3b , resulting in extra 6 blocks from which only 5 ({R 7 , R 8 , R 9 , R 10 , R 14 }) are taken under consideration.
(y)=min(x i ) and F 2 (y)=max(x i ) as it is shown in
Step 2: Block-based feature computation In this step, we estimate the length of a protrusion by a clockwise tracing, starting from each skeleton pixel of H being in the vicinity of pixel that does not belong to H. Let, (3) where g i (·) is a function depending on the orientation of the pixel and the block considered and m i is the total number of pixels of the skeleton in block R i . The term D denotes the mean of the character's cavity height and it is used as a normalization factor allowing the feature to be invariant with respect to character scaling. The g i (·)'s are explicitly defined in Table 1 . They determine a unique pixel template for each block R i that expresses the expected local orientation of the corresponding pixels. 
Protrusible artifacts
For the feature estimation of the characters an upper or lower protrusible segment cannot be considered as a protrusion of more than one character, although a protrusible segment can be found to more than one character's bounding box. Therefore, a methodology is required to assign a protrusible segment to only one character. To accomplish this, we consider a methodology strictly following the next steps:
Step 1: During the closed cavity feature estimation step, we mark the pixels of their upper and lower protrusions in order not to be considered in future processing.
Step 2: The bounding boxes W i of the corresponding open cavities are sorted by starting from the left most bounding box and ending to the right most. Then, we apply a two pass process. At the first pass, for each of the sorting boxes we estimate all the features apart from f 3 and f 6 because the corresponding protrusible segments may belong to the right neighbor cavity. All the skeleton pixels that are involved in this feature extraction phase are marked in order not to be considered in future processing. Finally, we apply a second pass and we estimate features f 3 and f 6 for each cavity taking into account only not marked pixels (see Figure 5 ). 
Cavity Merging
In this stage, two or more closed cavities are merged when they share a common boundary. The merged closed cavities can be characterized as a character or character ligature having (i) two, three or four closed cavities arranged in an horizontal axes, (ii) two closed cavities arranged in a vertical axes and (iii) closed cavities arranged in both horizontal and vertical axes (see Table 2 ). Therefore, when two closed cavities i and j, have common pixels, the merged character is characterized as horizontal if Eq. 4 is true, otherwise it is characterized as vertical. Table 2 , pattern ID 8,9). After merging, the features of the resulting cavity are reestimated in the single merged cavity.
Character Recognition
The character recognition process consists of two basic stages. In the first stage each character is classified into a pattern by their spatial configuration as shown in Table 2 . For example, the characters that have one closed cavity are classified to the pattern with ID 1 and the characters with one open cavity are classified to the pattern with ID 7. In the second stage for each pattern except the patterns with ID 4-6, 8 that correspond to a unique character, there is a classification binary decision tree. Decision is taken at each node after the examination of specific feature valuation. An example decision tree for ID 1, where all conditions upon which a tree traversal is progressing, can be shown in Figure  6 . The corresponding threshold values T i , which support the required conditioning is computed in the following:
where C is the set of cavities. 
Experimental results
Our experiments aim to test the classification performance of the proposed handwritten manuscripts recognition procedure. The overall experimental samples originate from different manuscripts of the Book of Job collection, manually labeled with the ground truth. We have built a set of open and closed cavity patterns that contains a total of 3886 characters and character ligatures. Table 3 shows the results obtained by applying the algorithm, in terms of recall 
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel methodology for recognizing Old Greek handwritten manuscripts. Using a robust character representation based on open and closed cavities, we propose a segmentation-free, quick and efficient recognition technique for the detection and recognition of characters and character ligatures. Experimental results show that the proposed method gives highly accurate results and offers a great assistance to Old Greek handwritten interpretation. We strongly believe that the proposed system combined with an efficient post-processing lexicon technique will further improve the recognition accuracy. 
